
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL WEIHNACHTEN 

"Bei uns ist immer was los!" 

VORWEIHNACHTENSSITTEN (PRE-CHRISTMAS CUSTOMS) 

bringer of gifts: der Gabenbringer, die Gabenbringer 
Nikolas' helper, a scary figure, who punishes bad children on Nikolausabend: 

Krampus (Bayern) / Grampus (Osterreich) / der schwarze Peter 

a'vvay the pagan origin and function of the custom: to drive 
away bad spirits or winter itself. It is interesting to no~e, 

however, that in spite of attempts by the Roman Catholic 
Church to prohibit Krampus Runs, they survived in the re
moteness of nearly inaccessible valleys, and the custom was 
later even condoned by the church. Perhaps they act as a 
counterpoint to all our pre-holiday season expectations of 
candle-lit Christkindl markets with their smell of roasted 
chestnuts and baked apples, their stalls full of Christmas 
tree decorations, wooden toys, hand-knit socks, and the 
like, giving us the thrilling shudders we enjoy when watch
ing horror movies from the safe distance of a cozy couch. 

Krampus' function as a pedagogical specter is obvious. 
From him and his cousins, it is only a small step to Struw
welpeter, Pinocchio, and others employed by pre-student
revolt parents as help in raising children, when sheer words 
and admonitions seem inadequate to steer the little ones 
clear of danger or misbehavior. Although luckily parents 
and teachers are now strictly opposed to using fear as a 
means of discipline, sociologists like Bruno Bettelheim, in 

his famous analysis of fairy tales, believes that it is neces
sary for the healthy development of a child to be confront
ed with evil and horror as a help to mature, and to truly 
understand the nature of good. Indeed, in many tales, sto
ries of empowerment, as it were, the protagonist is small 
and weak in the beginning, but then. endures all horrors, 
manages all challenges successfully, and as a reward "lives 
happily ever after." 

Masks and costumes of the Krampus are quite elabo
rate. Groups of young men often spend months to prepare 
them, turning sheep skin-furry side out-into a coat, 
sewing bells-the larger the better-and rusty chains to it. 
However, it is the masks that demand the most time and 
attention. Carved from lime- or alder-wood and weighing 
up to twenty-two pounds, they evoke images of the devil 
and have become more and more grotesque over the cen
turies. Many regional museums proudly display them as 
the centerpiece of their folk art collection. 
~ the nineteenth century, Krampus was commonly 

known as «JCtabauj« in large parts of southern Germany 
and Austria. Today, the Klabaufis restricted to the deep 
southern valleys of the Rohe Tattern area of eastern Ty
rol. Klabaiif enjoyed waiting in the dark for people who 
dared to go out into the streets the night before Decem-

ber -6th, pushing them to the ground at?-d then ( after all, 
he is not entirely evil!) picking them up again ( to pick 
up-aufklauben)-hence his name. Around 1740, it was 
reported to the Bishop of Salzburg, that the people of this 
region had taken to the "bad habit of transferring pre
Lenten traditions to the time before the church holidays 
o.f Christmas, New Year's, and Epiphany," before the ac
tual "Rattnachte . .,, However, the custom not only survived, 
it has even been recently introduced in new areas - most 
likely to offer more winter distractions to tourists. It is 
in these "rough nights" at the beginning of January, the 
Perchten-oo relation to I(1,ampus" -appear to frighten 
people. The name probably derives from the mythical fig
ure of Perchta, goddess of the Alps, and they bring luck to 
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